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This paper describes a search for an optimal organization of the drying agent motion in the convection dryers. An overview of the main methods on how to reduce the energy consumption for the
convection drying of the disperse materials is presented. The use of the multistage shelf apparatuses
with a differential thermal regime for the convection drying of the disperse materials is justified. The
work contains the results of a computer modeling on determining the drying temperature and moisture characteristics with the use of various methods of the organization of the drying agent motion.
The model is realized implementing the author’s software product Multistage Fluidizer®. The software product enables to automatize calculation simultaneously by several optimization criteria and
to visualize calculation results in the form of 3D images. The engineering computation of sectioning
devices methodology with fluidized bed of particles is based on the calculation results. The automated calculations results give a base to design industrial drying device with a differential thermal
regime.
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Introduction
Modern manufacturing requires development of
the new energy- and resource-saving technologies for
the disperse materials drying in order to obtain high
quality products, to increase the specific production
capacity, to reduce the size of equipment, and to intensify the process. Therefore, the scientists should
deal with the topical task, that is the improvement of
the drying methods and the design of efficient dryers
[1].
Various energy-consuming methods are applied
for the disperse material drying [2].
Even though energy-consumption in convection
drying is not the lowest, the convection dryers are often used for the disperse materials due to numerous
advantages [3, 4]. An active hydrodynamic regime
used in such dryers contributes to the intensification
of the process without reducing its cost efficiency, and
it has the following advantages [5, 6]:
· the hydrodynamic sustainability of the process;
· an increase in the relative velocity of the interacting phases motion;
· a developed surface of the contacting phases
interaction;
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·

·

the approximation of a hydrodynamic model
of flows in the apparatus to an ideal displacement model;
the reduced energy-consumption of the process and a lower specific amount of metal in
apparatuses.

The choice of such a dryer is justified by its productive capacity, energy and construction costs, work
safety, the reliability, the possibility to control technological parameters, the maintainability and the availability of the appropriate transporting equipment.
Convection drying requires transporting of the
large volumes of the drying agent. It implies big financial and ecological problems – significant losses of
heat energy with the waste drying agent, particularly
during the drying of materials with a high moisture
content [7, 8]. As a result, these losses make 70 % out
of total losses during the drying [9]. It involves a need
for utilization and re-use of heat of the waste drying
agent [10].
The drum dryers and apparatuses with a boiling
layer are of large sizes and highly energy-consuming.
The pneumatic tube dryers do not ensure the necessary contact time of the damp material with the drying
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agent, and they are characterized by a high altitude
[11]. A perspective direction in the improvement of
the drying equipment is a design of the combined apparatuses with an active hydrodynamic regime, which
ensures the intensified heat exchange and minimal energy expenditures for the fluidized bed [12, 13]. An effective method of the process intensification is the organization of local, counterflow and/or combined regimes of the interaction of the drying agent flow with
the product, and a selection of an optimal method of
the drying agent inlet to the workspace of the apparatus and its re-use [14, 15].
The literature analysis of the author presents the
following measures on how to reduce the energy costs
for the disperse materials drying:
· to re-use heat of the waste drying agent;
· to improve the construction of the dryers;
· to improve the dryer layout and the efficiency
of their use (for the multistage dryers – the
drying efficiency on each stage);
· an introduction of the improved technology
of a recycle dryer;
· a differential thermal regime;
· to reverse and to recirculate the drying agent,
including the waste one.

To determine the maximum efficiency of the process on each stage of the gravitation shelf dryer, the
test installation ensured the conditions under which
the drying was performed until no change in the moisture content of the disperse material has occurred.
To determine the maximum value of /#0 the shelf
in the test installation was fixed horizontally without
the uploading gap, and the intake of the disperse material charge was complemented by the determination
of its moisture. The determination of the maximum
value of /#0 was completed when the value of
/#0 did not change between the two measurements
of the moisture content [16 – 18].
The calculation results of the maximum difference
in the moisture contents of the material, corresponding to the maximum efficiency on each stage, are presented in Tab. 1.

There has been little research reported on the patterns for the dehydration of the materials upon their
multistage contact with the drying agent, which
changes its properties. The intensity of dehydration
differs on each stage of the shelf dryer, and the drying
kinetics on each stage must be additionally examined.
Due to repeated contacts of the disperse material
with the drying agent in the gravitational shelf dryers,
a reduction in energy consumption per unit of the extracted moisture is achieved. It is of special interest to
study the moisture removal efficiency on each stage of
the dryer under different organizations of the drying
agent motion.

Computer simulation is one of the most productive methods for studying the structure of flows and
properties of materials [19, 20]. Therefore, we used
computational modeling for studying the drying kinetics in the gravitational shelf dryer. We investigated the
counterflow motions of the drying agent and the disperse material with the recirculation of the drying
agent.
The program Multistage fluidizer® used Hyper
markup language HTML, cascading style sheet (CSS)
and programing language JavaScript (including the library JQuery). HTML is presented as a tagging of web
based app, CSS pages formatting. JavaScript is used to
calculate and to transfer data, to create animation and
data validation effect. In the validation block of JavaScript data accuracy is checked. In the block input info
basic data fields indices are accepted and they are written to the object of input information. In the block
calculation computations are carried out by the model
[5].
Index.html (Fig. 1) is the main page of web based
app. It is responsible for reflection of the main menu,
for main calculation of gas flow and for jumping the
other pages, where main dependences between key
features to calculate gas flow and resistance time of the
material on the shelf are calculated and dependences
diagrams are formed.

Theoretical basics
Consider the drying efficiency on the i-stage of the
dryer as a ratio of moisture differences of the disperse
material before drying to after drying •• ! − #• and
the maximum possible (theoretic) moisture differences of the flows on the stage #• ! − $• [5],
%• =
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'+,- '+
,
'+,- .+

(1)

where x - moisture of the disperse material; b - moisture of the drying agent
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Tab. 1 The maximum difference in the moisture contents of the
material (polypropylene), corresponding to the maximum efficiency on the stage
A stage number Maximum difference in the
(according to the moisture contents /#, mass
path of the material) fraction
1
0.083
2
0.076
3
0.069
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Fig. 1 The main page of the Multistage fluidizer® software [21]

Visualization of results and discussion
The organization of the drying agent motion may
have a considerable influence on the quality indicators
of the dried material and the properties of the drying
agent. That has evolved several studies, the results of

which are presented in Figs. 2 – 6. Their analysis allows us to select the method of the organization of the
drying agent motion, which consumes the least energy,
and ensures the necessary complete removal of moisture from the disperse material.

Fig. 2 An influence of the drying agent recirculation method on the change of the moisture content in the disperse materiál
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Fig. 3 An influence of the drying agent recirculation method on the change of the moisture content in the drying agent

Fig. 4 An influence of the drying agent recirculation method on the temperature change of the disperse materiál
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Fig. 5 An influence of the drying agent recirculation method on the temperature change of the drying agent
ities of the technological process, a constructive design and energy expenditures on heating and transferring the drying agent in the porous medium.
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